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IFLA EUROPE 
IFLA Europe is the European Region of the International Federation of 
Landscape Architects, formed by National Associations, professional 
landscape architects associations/organizations

IFLA Europe is a part of IFLA World, is one of 5 Regions

IFLA Europe is formed by 34 professional National Associations, 
26 of which are in EU
The Federation has 17 902 members practising in a very wide range of activities

IFLA EUROPE School Recognition Panel (SRP), 
IFLA Europe accreditation covers 108 schools in Europe and a total of 230 programs



To promote the profession 
being skilled in anticipatory 
projects linked to climate 
change effects, participating 
through projects for a 
biodiversity increases, able to 
design our future cultural 
landscapes , 

through design, planning and 
management with the locals 
actors, co–working and 
participative projects we act to 
built our future cultural 
landscape and every day bell 
being.

We are an interdisciplinary 
profession making us very 
flexible an integrative

Parc Agricole Fernand Loire, Prix special . 
Grand Prix nationale du paysage France 2016

IFLA EUROPE ´s aim: 



The Convention aims to encourage 
public authorities to adopt policies 
and measures at local, regional, 
national and international level for 
protecting, managing and planning 
landscapes throughout Europe.

It covers all landscapes, both 
outstanding and ordinary, that 
determine the quality of people’s 
living environment. 

The text provides for a flexible 
approach to landscapes whose 
specific features call for various 
types of action, ranging from strict 
conservation through protection, 
management and improvement to 
to actual creation.

2020 , was the 20 year anniversary of the 
European Landscape Convention



Landscape architect profession International Labour 
Organisation (ILO)

ISCO/08 Definition of 1968 

2162:

Landscape architects Landscape architects plan and design landscapes and
open spaces for projects such as, parks, schools, institutions, roads, external
areas for commercial, industrial and residential sites, and plan and monitor their
construction, maintenance, management and rehabilitation.

UFB
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2021 IFLA Europe General Assembly and I International Landscape Congress in Spain “Landscape Here and Now”, 20-24 October 2021



IFLA Definition of Landscape Architect
IFLA (International Federation of Landscape Architects)
definition (based on the existing definition by ISCO/08) about the
profession of LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Landscape Architects plan, design and manage natural and built environments, applying
aesthetic and scientific principles to address ecological sustainability, quality and health of
landscapes, collective memory, heritage and culture, and territorial justice.
By leading and coordinating other disciplines, landscape architects deal with the
interactions between natural and cultural ecosystems, such as adaptation and mitigation
related to climate change and the stability of ecosystems, socio-economic improvements,
and community health and welfare to create places that anticipate social and economic
well-being

EMiLA summer school Upper Normandy Cultural Landscape and integrate new energies- Energyscape 2013



The tasks of Landscape Architects include:

(a) Developing and managing the landscape by carrying out actions and preparing and implementing projects for 
heritage protection, preservation of natural and cultural landscapes,rehabilitation of degraded landscapes, and new 
development through a process of design, planning, management and maintenance.

(b) Conducting research and analysis to develop sustainable landscape design, planning and management practices, 
theories, methods and development strategies to promote green infrastructure, the sustainable management of 
natural, agricultural, rural and urban landscapes and the sustainable use and management of global environmental 
resources.

(c) Carrying out feasibility studies and impact assessments to gauge the effect of development on the ecology, 
environmental character, cultural values and community health and welfare of landscapes.

(d) Collecting and documenting data through site analysis, including an appreciation of indigenous practices, land 
form, soils, vegetation, hydrology, visual characteristics and human-made and managed features.

(e) Preparing landscape documentation, including drawings, specifications, schedules and contract documents, and 
calling tenders on behalf of clients.

(f) Managing digital technologies and representation of spatial systems, and client and/or community presentations 
related to the environment and landscape.

(g) Engaging local communities, authorities and stakeholders by public participation in decision-making relating to 
projects that impact landscape.

(h) Providing expert advice and advocacy on landscape matters in conflict resolution, judicial courts and com-
missions, competitions, media and public relations.

Making the renovation wave a cultural project – Landscape Architetcs aims:



Landscape architect profession regulation

As of today, we have 13 countries in 
Europe where the profession of 
landscape architecture is recognized at
national level in EU sense, namely:
EU - France, Czech Republic, Germany, 
Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, the Netherlands
EAA - Iceland, Switzerland-Geneve, 
United Kingdom
National – Austria

Hope that through these EU policies we will 
be able to highlight our beautiful profession 
Render it more visible to all of you .



Resolutions
Have a look at our website: https://iflaeurope.eu/

• Landscape Democracy (Oslo Resolution 2014)

• Cultural Landscapes (Lisbon Resolution 2015)

• Urban Landscapes (Brussels Resolution 2016) 

• Migration (Bucharest Resolution 2017) 

• Climate Challenges (London Resolution 2018)

• Landscape and shared Memories (2019)

• Landscape as Footprints on Earth (2020)

https://iflaeurope.eu/


Breaking session
LAB4/ LANDSCAPE AS OUR COMMON GROUND;

Seeing the city as a landscape.

How can cities become more integrative,”Together “and is there a way 
for them to rediscover their living base, the Ground ? Their living sky? 
How through scale and thanks to a Sustainable process?we can act? 



Through a landscape understanding and adaptation,

we would like to adapt tomorrow's urban and rural territories to climate 
challenges, to meet the societal needs of a territory more in touch with its 
longstanding roots – roots is here understood as our cultural embedded 
society link to a context but also roots in a  literally  way find again our fertile 
earth in towns, look for alternative more sustainable managements , propose 
other layers of projects within our tows ( urban and rural) to augment the better 
living. 

Making the renovation wave a cultural project is 

Landscape architectures lies at the meeting point of several disciplines. 

Projects for public spaces aproache in multifaceted, democratic ways and 
encourage acceptance of spaces where they are the future players. 
The New European Bauhaus initiative is for us an occasion to show the skills of
this profession but also is a moment to be creative! And create beautiful spaces 
that can identify our specific places. 

Today we will show initiatives: 



12:10 -12:25 Urszula Forczec-Brataniec
Archi &Landscape Architect former general secretary of IFLA EUROPE, 
associate prof. 
Presentation of the professions mode of acting through the Exhibition 
Common Ground she organised in 2019 

12:30- 12:45 
Case study 1 The edges of Girona: 10min + 5 reactions. 
Presentation: Marti Franch Landscape Architect, Office EMF- Spain
What if the neglected and forgotten past farming areas around the town 
became the reservoirs for the living- living ecology and Humans? 
Experience of a self-initiated projects
Role of the designer and inhabitants, role of the municipalities in this other 
mode of planning and managing the landscape

Open debate: “waterfall chat mode”: 
Send please a chat each time you hear from the speakers the wordings 
“Beautiful- Sustainable- Together” please. 
Daniela Micanovic-Franckx IFLA EUROPE’s Executive Secretary will 
moderate our Chats. 



12:45-13:00
Case study 2- City of Strasbourg 10min + 5 reactions Presentation 
Prof. Henri Bava, President of the French Federation of Landscape 
Architect FFP - Director Office Agence Ter. France
A Port transformation where the large geography is the prerequisite for 
the new urban through an understanding of its past soil richness:  
flood, industrial material… ground as generator of the urban; reference 
to the concept of Urban planning of living environments. 

13:00-13:15 
Case study 3 - Infinity of sky and intimacy of air. 10min + 5 
reactions. Presentation: Indra Purs Landscape Architect, Researcher, 
LAAA. Latvia. 
Life beyond buildings is spatially open to atmospheric impermanence -
diurnal, weather and seasonal flux - thus rich of stimulus and 
experiences to the human perception, diversity of ambiences, aesthetic 
and material qualities. Climatic and microclimatic characteristics of 
cities’ identity. The pandemics highlighted value of air all over the 
world. How to plan, design and manage future urban atmospheres both 
as microclimates and as ambiences?


